
Tannenbäume aus Stoff
Instructions No. 1385
 Difficulty: Advanced

These extraordinary cloth Christmas trees can be made quickly by yourself with the help of this instruction! Whether in noble and modern Metallic-Optics or
made with a fabric with classic snowflakes - these fir trees are real beauties!

And this is how it is done 

For this idea three fir trees are made of different material, in different sizes.
Depending on your taste, you can make small fir trees, approx. 40 - 50 cm
high, or XXL stand objects up to 70 cm high. 

Print the ad spec template. There is a template on a separate page for each
fir tree in the trio. For small Christmas trees, create a Pattern for each Fir , for
large ones use the three given parts as individual Pattern. 

Now cut the fabric, taking the seam allowance into account. Now simply cut
the Fabric cuts turn to the left and sew the firs together except for a small
opening at the bottom. 

Stuff your firs with cotton wool. 

Now take a wooden plate, 30 x 40 cm(base plate) and a round rod (stand). Drill a hole through the
middle of the wooden plate using a drill, into which the round rod will later be inserted. Shorten the pole
to the size of your fir tree. Now paint the wooden plate and the round stick with white paint. 

After the paint has dried, insert the stick into the stuffed fir tree, then into the base plate. Is the fir tree
well stuffed? Modelling shape it and sew up the opening so that everything stands firmly on the self-
made stand.

Decorate your stand according to your personal taste with ribbon and pendants or with small gift
packages 

Ice-skate pendants, different bows or other accessories give the decoration that special something.



Alternative idea with snowflake fabric
Christmas trees sewn classically from snowflakes-Decoration fabric also look beautiful. In a smaller version they are a
great Christmas decoration on the table or in the window.

Article number Article name Qty
662178 Glued wood panel spruce/Fir 1
660488 Beech round barØ 20 mm 1
393652 brother sewing machine Little Angel KE14S 1
560085-80 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlWhite 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1
230865 Stuffing tool 1
391214 Gütermann sewing thread set "All-purpose sewing thread", 7 x 100 m 1
391122 Clover Cloth Clips "Wonder Clips" 1
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1
391122 Clover Cloth Clips "Wonder Clips" 1
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